
Streamline kitchen operations and drive guest hospitality 
Allows servers to fire courses to the kitchen in automatic intervals and adjust orders not yet 
fired to the kitchen in real-time.

Efficiently space out courses based on guests’ unique preferences 
Customers looking to add another plate or two to round out their meal, no longer need to wait 
too long for the items or have their appetizers come out at the same time as their main entrée.

Save time and ease steps of service for front-of-house staff 
Servers can cover more tables more efficiently while guests get to effortlessly take more 
control of their service.

Easy UI lets guests and servers customize and adjust courses on-the-fly 
GoTab’s UI optimizes efficiency and ease of use with features like one-tap ordering, tab- and 
item-splitting.

Coursing

It’s common for guests to want to take control of their experience and pace their meals 
to their liking. Whether they’re placing multiple small plate orders or starting their meal 
with a dessert, guests deserve the freedom to decide how their meal is served. But when 
ordering via QR, most POS systems don’t offer a way for guests to control the order that 
their dishes get delivered to the table. GoTab’s Coursing addresses this problem. 
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Keep the Hospitality Flowing -  
At Your Guests’ Pace 

Avoid Table 
Crowding 

Increase Up-
Sells and 
Average Check 
Size

Optimize 
Kitchen 
Operations

Purpose-built for restaurants specializing in high-
volume, small plate concepts, GoTab Coursing 
allows servers to fire courses to the kitchen in 
automatic intervals and adjust submitted orders 
that have not yet fired in real-time, optimizing 
operations in the kitchen and enabling a more 
enjoyable guest experience.

For Servers …
• Easily customize guest courses to their 

preference 

• Paces guests during their experience

• Orders fire to the kitchen based on the 
customized times set

• Manually fire items earlier if needed

For Guests …  
• Fast, intuitive user experience puts guests in 

control

• Review and rearrange courses to the desired 
order

• KDS adjusts firing to the kitchen based on the 
guests’ selections
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